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In the globalized era, a higher level of attention is given to various migration,
immigration, and refugee movements. By undertaking research on these concepts, their
impact on contemporary society can be better understood. Social Considerations of
Migration Movements and Immigration Policies is a pivotal reference source for the
latest scholarly material on the socio-economic effects of immigration and refugee
crises on regional and international levels. Including a range of innovative perspectives
such as peace building, political refugees, and civil protection, this book is ideally
designed for researchers, academics, graduate students, policy makers, and
practitioners interested in the social dimensions of migration and immigration policies.
'We won. Won in a landslide. This was a landslide.'President Donald J. Trump, 6
January 2021Politics has given us some shocking and confounding moments but none
have come close to the careening final days of Donald Trump's presidency: the surreal
stage management of his re-election campaign, his audacious election challenge, the
harrowing mayhem of the storming of the Capitol and the buffoonery of the second
impeachment trial. But what was really going on in the inner sanctum of the White
House during these calamitous events? What did the president and his dwindling cadre
of loyalists actually believe? And what were they planning?Drawing on an exclusive and
wide range of sources who took part in or witnessed Trump's closing moments, Michael
Wolff finds the Oval Office more chaotic and bizarre than ever before, a kind of Star
Wars bar scene. At all times of the day, Trump, hunched behind the Resolute desk, is
surrounded by schemers and unqualified sycophants who spoon-feed him the
'alternative facts' he hungers to hear - about COVID-19, Black Lives Matter protests,
and, most of all, his chance of winning re-election. In this extraordinary telling of a
unique moment in history, Wolff gives us front row seats as Trump's circle of plotters
whittles down to the most enabling and the least qualified - and the president
overreaches the bounds of democracy, entertaining the idea of martial law and balking
at calling off the insurrectionist mob that threatens the hallowed seat of democracy
itself.Michael Wolff pulled back the curtain on the Trump presidency with his globally
bestselling blockbuster Fire and Fury. Now, in Landslide, he closes the door on the
presidency with a final, astonishingly candid tale.
??: An introduction to strategy/Andre Beaufre. -- ???????·???????, 1965
In 1989 the Berlin Wall came down. Two years later the Soviet Union disintegrated. The
collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union discredited the idea of
socialism for generations to come. It was seen as representing the final and irreversible
victory of capitalism. This triumphal dominance was barely challenged until the 2008
financial crisis threw the Western world into a state of turmoil.? Through analysis of postsocialist Russia and Central and Eastern Europe, as well as of the United Kingdom,
China and the United States, Socialism, Capitalism and Alternatives confronts the
difficulty we face in articulating alternatives to capitalism, socialism and threatening
populist regimes. Beginning with accounts of the impact of capitalism on countries left
behind by the planned economies, the volume moves on to consider how China has
become a beacon of dynamic economic growth, aggressively expanding its global
influence. The final section of the volume poses alternatives to the ideological
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dominance of neoliberalism in the West. Since the 2008 financial crisis, demands for
social change have erupted across the world. Exposing the failure of neoliberalism in
the United Kingdom and examining recent social movements in Europe and the United
States, the closing chapters identify how elements of past ideas are re-emerging,
among them Keynesianism and radical socialism. As those chapters indicate, these
ideas might well have potential to mobilise support and challenge the dominance of
neoliberalism.
This edited volume focuses on various forms of regionalism and neighborhoods in the
Baltic-Black Sea area. In the light of current reshaping of borderlands and new
geopolitical and military confrontations in Europe’s eastern margins, such as the
annexation of Crimea and the war in Donbas, this book analyzes different types and
modalities of regional integration and region-making from a comparative perspective. It
conceptualizes cooperative and conflictual encounters as a series of networks and
patchworks that differently link and relate major actors to each other and thus shape
these interconnections as domains of inclusion and exclusion, bordering and
debordering, securitization and desecuritization. This peculiar combination of
geopolitics, ethnopolitics and biopolitics makes the Baltic-Black Sea trans-national
region a source of inspiring policy practices, and, in the light of new security risks, a
matter of increased concern all over Europe. The contributors from various disciplines
cover topics such as cultural and civilizational spaces of belonging and identity politics,
the rise of right-wing populism, region building under the condition of multiple security
pressures, and the influence and regional strategies of different external powers,
including the EU, Russia, and Turkey, on cross- and trans-regional relations in the area.
???????????·??????????????????31?,?"?????"??, "????????????"???????,?17???????
?????20???????,???????;??????????????????????????????????????????;
??????????????,????????????; ?????????????????
The contributions gathered in this fascinating collection, in which scholars from a diverse range
of disciplines share their perspectives on Russian covert activities known as Russian active
measures, help readers observe the profound influence of Russian covert action on foreign
states’ policies, cultures, people’s mentality, and social institutions, past and present.
Disinformation, forgeries, major show trials, cooptation of Western academia, memory, and
cyber wars, and changes in national and regional security doctrines of states targeted by
Russia constitute an incomplete list of topics discussed in this volume. Most importantly,
through a nexus of perspectives and through the prism of new documents discovered in the
former KGB archives, the texts highlight the enormous scale and the legacies of
Soviet/Russian covert action. Because of Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 and its ongoing war in Ukraine’s Donbas, Ukraine lately gained international recognition as the epicenter
of Russian disinformation campaigns, invigorating popular and scholarly interest in
conventional and non-conventional warfare. The studies included in this collection illuminate
the objectives and implications of Russia’s attempts to ideologically subvert Ukraine as well as
other nations. Examining them through historical lenses reveals a cultural clash between
Russia and the West in general.
Over 2,400 total pages ... Russian outrage following the September 2004 hostage disaster at
North Ossetia’s Beslan Middle School No.1 was reflected in many ways throughout the
country. The 52-hour debacle resulted in the death of some 344 civilians, including more than
170 children, in addition to unprecedented losses of elite Russian security forces and the
dispatch of most Chechen/allied hostage-takers themselves. It quickly became clear, as well,
that Russian authorities had been less than candid about the number of hostages held and the
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extent to which they were prepared to deal with the situation. Amid grief, calls for retaliation,
and demands for reform, one of the more telling reactions in terms of hardening public
perspectives appeared in a national poll taken several days after the event. Some 54% of
citizens polled specifically judged the Russian security forces and the police to be corrupt and
thus complicit in the failure to deal adequately with terrorism, while 44% thought that no
lessons for the future would be learned from the tragedy. This pessimism was the
consequence not just of the Beslan terrorism, but the accumulation of years of often
spectacular failures by Russian special operations forces (SOF, in the apt US military
acronym). A series of Russian SOF counterterrorism mishaps, misjudgments, and failures in
the 1990s and continuing to the present have made the Kremlin’s special operations
establishment in 2005 appear much like Russia’s old Mir space station—wired together,
unpredictable, and subject to sudden, startling failures. But Russia continued to maintain and
expand a large, variegated special operations establishment which had borne the brunt of
combat actions in Afghanistan, Chechnya, and other trouble spots, and was expected to serve
as the nation’s principal shield against terrorism in all its forms. Known since Soviet days for
tough personnel, personal bravery, demanding training, and a certain rough or brutal
competence that not infrequently violated international human rights norms, it was supposed
that Russian special operations forces—steeped in their world of “threats to the state” and
associated with once-dreaded military and national intelligence services—could make valuable
contributions to countering terrorism. The now widely perceived link between “corrupt” special
forces on the one hand, and counterterrorism failures on the other, reflected the further erosion
of Russia’s national security infrastructure in the eyes of both Russian citizens and
international observers. There have been other, more ambiguous, but equally unsettling
dimensions of Russian SOF activity as well, that have strong internal and external political
aspects. These constitute the continuing assertions from Russian media, the judicial system,
and other Federal agencies and officials that past and current members of the SOF
establishment have organized to pursue interests other than those publicly declared by the
state or allowed under law. This includes especially the alleged intent to punish by
assassination those individuals and groups that they believe have betrayed Russia. The murky
nature of these alleged activities has formed a backdrop to other problems in the special units.
One hardly known but fascinating aspect of the Cold War was the use of the holy Virgin Mary
as a warrior against atheist ideologies. After the Second World War, there was a remarkable
rise in the West of religiously inflected rhetoric against what was characterised as “godless
communism”. The leaders of the Roman Catholic Church not only urged their followers to
resist socialism, but along with many prominent Catholic laity and activist movements they
marshaled the support of Catholics into a spiritual holy war. In this book renowned experts
address a variety of grassroots and Church initiatives related to Marian politics, the hausse of
Marian apparitions during the Cold War period, and the present-day revival of Marian
devotional culture. By identifying and analysing the militant side of Mary in the Cold War
context on a global scale for the first time, Cold War Mary will attract readers interested in
religious history, history of the Cold War, and twentieth-century international history.
20?????????Modern Library 100 Best Novels? ???????????—— ?????????……?
????????????????????????????OK??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????——????????????????????????????????????
?????????……????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?20????????
????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????
???????????????????——?????? ???????????????????????——??????? ??????????????????…
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——???
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
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???????…??????????????????????????????? ??????????????……?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
This seminal book explores the complex relationship between popular geopolitics and nation
branding among the Newly Independent States of Eurasia, and their combined role in shaping
contemporary national image and statecraft within and beyond the region. It provides critical
perspectives on international relations, nationalism, and national identity through the use of
innovative approaches focusing on popular culture, new media, public diplomacy, and
alternative "narrators" of the nation. By positing popular geopolitics and nation branding as
contentious forces and complementary flows, the study explores the tensions and elisions
between national self-image and external perceptions of the nation, and how this complex
interplay has become integral to contemporary global affairs.
??????????????????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????,?????????????
?

This edited volume explores patriotism and the growing role of militarism in
today’s Russia. During the last 20-year period, there has been a consistent effort
in Russia to consolidate the nation and to foster a sense of unity and common
purpose. To this end, Russian authorities have activated various channels, from
educational programmes and youth organizations to media and popular culture.
With the conflict in Ukraine, the manipulation of public sentiments – feeling of
pride and perception of threat – has become more systemic. The traditional view
of Russia being Other for Europe has been replaced with a narrative of enmity.
The West is portrayed as a threat to Russia’s historical-cultural originality while
Russia represents itself as a country encircled by enemies. On the other hand,
these state-led projects mixing patriotism and militarism are perceived sceptically
by the Russian society, especially the younger generations. This volume provides
new insights into the evolution of enemy images in Russia and the ways in which
societal actors perceive official projections of patriotism and militarism in the
Russian society. The contributors of the volume include several experts on
Russian studies, contemporary history, political science, sociology, and media
studies.
????????????????+????Netflix???????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????(Rick
Perry)?????????……??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????????????????????????????Netflix???????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????,???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??21?????????
The Routledge Handbook of Russian Security offers a comprehensive collection
of essays on all aspects of Russian security and foreign policy by international
scholars from across the world. The volume identifies key contemporary topics of
research and debate and takes into account the changes that have occurred in
the study of Russian security strategy since the end of the Cold War. The
handbook is organised into five sections: The theory and nature of Russian
security policy The domestic and foreign policy nexus Instruments used by
Russia in pursuing its security Global and regional aspects of Russian security
and foreign policy Case studies of Russian involvement in a series of security
conflicts. The book concludes with case studies of the major examples of
Russian involvement and operations in a series of security conflicts, including
that in Georgia, the intervention in Ukraine and occupation of Crimea, and the
ongoing Civil War in Syria. This volume will be of great interest to students of
Russian security, strategic studies, foreign policy, European politics, and
International Relations in general.
Rozpad sov?tského sv?ta vedl v Rusku k dlouhé a bezvýchodné kocovin?, na niž
Putin?v režim aplikoval jednoduchý lék: Národní hrdost. Téma vít?zství ve Velké
vlastenecké válce však p?ináší mnohá nebezpe?í spojená s temnými proudy
d?jin. Cílené manipulaci podléhá historie vzdálen?jší i nedávná. Do pozitivního
obrazu Ruska se nehodí vzpomínky na Stalinovy ob?ti, Gulag ?i deportace, ale
mizí také pravda o ?e?enské válce, o olympiád? v So?i nebo o Krymu. ?ím víc se
Rusko upíná k minulosti, tím víc si zavírá cestu k solidní vizi budoucnosti a
reálnému ?ešení problém?. Reportér Shaun Walker se nezam??uje jen na
Putinovu politiku. Navštívil r?zné kouty rozlehlé ruské ?íše a p?inesl zprávu o
ztracené generaci: Sv?j stát ztratily miliony Rus?, kterým se politici dokola snaží
navrátit smysl života a pocit sebeur?ení, t?eba i metodami naprosto cynickými.
????????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????——??? 1917?4?9?????????????????????
??????600?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
?????????????1917????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????? 1917?4?16????????????????10?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????600???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????......?????????????????????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ?????????????????? ????? ???????????????……???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????????
???????????????????? ——???????????? ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ——????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ——?????? ???????????????????????????????????……?????????
?????????????????????? ——??????
????????????????……??????????????????????????????????? ——????????
???????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????? ——?????
???????????……??????????????????????????????????????? ——???????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????? ???????????……???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——????
????????????????????????????????????? ——??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????? ??? ??? (??)
In today’s modernized world, implementing technology into the infrastructures of
communities has become a common custom. The idea of digital economy has
proven to be an efficient, dynamic, and highly adaptable mode of performance,
and regions across the globe have begun applying these digital approaches to
their populated foundation. One region of the world that has recently begun using
modern technologies is Eurasia. As they continue their technological transition
from “theory” to “practice,” significant research is needed on the emergence of
sustainability in these countries. Toward Sustainability Through Digital
Technologies and Practices in the Eurasian Region is a pivotal reference source
that provides vital research on the implementation of digital initiatives within
Eurasian countries and their social and economic principles. While highlighting
topics such as educational technologies, mobile applications, and sustainable
business, this publication explores the cultural aspects and social interaction of
digital applications within this region of the world. This book is ideally designed
for economists, IT professionals, educators, researchers, social scientists,
policymakers, academicians, and students.
This edited collection analyzes the innovative changes in Japan's foreign policy.
Pursuing new relationships with South Asia, Africa, and Eastern Europe,
Japanese initiatives include regional peace-building and human security
activities, Asian multilateralism, and the Indo-Pacific concept. This collection
focuses on these evolving international relationships through Japan's unique
approach to political change and continuity.
Provides an account of the major international crisis in Crimea and explains the
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missteps made on all sides.
Över en natt förändras allt när Sovjetunionen faller. Inga sanningar gäller längre,
ryssarna vaknar upp i ett nytt och okänt fädernesland. Det vakuum som uppstod
när ett gigantiskt rike kollapsade och en hel befolkning famlade efter en ny
identitet, har Putin gjort sitt bästa för att fylla. I Putins nya Ryssland och det
förflutnas skuggor ger Rysslandskorrespondenten Shaun Walker en djupgående
och lättillgänglig förklaring till landets omsvängning under de senaste
decennierna. Genom att mytologisera Sovjets seger över fascismen under andra
världskriget, och genom att självsäkert annektera Krim, har Putins regim fått
vanliga ryssar att känna att deras land återigen är en stormakt. Shaun Walker
reser till Kremls korridorer, Gulags ödemarker och Ukrainas skyttegravar för att
genom skarpa analyser och pulserande reportage undersöka hur arvet efter
Sovjets kollaps har påverkat Putins politik och vardagslivet för de miljoner ryssar
som allt mer nostalgiskt blickar tillbaka mot sovjettiden.
Prepare-se para um novo tipo de democracia. Governos autoritários, elites e
hackers estão usar o mundo digital para influenciar o sistema democrático e as
eleições. Essa influência leva a mudanças sem precedentes na opinião pública.
Num espaço de poucos anos ficámos submersos numa guerra de informação
permanente. Facebook, Google e Twitter são hoje os palcos da nossa política.
Um mundo onde empresas contratadas para consultoria política conseguem
gerar resultados inesperados como o Brexit na Inglaterra, Donald Trump nos
EUA, Macron em França, ou o Movimento Cinco Estrelas em Itália. Um mundo
de vigilância em tempo real, onde mudar de rede social terá mais impacto do
que mudar de governo. E onde a liberdade e a privacidade de cada um são
vistas como incompatíveis com a transparência. As nossas leis não preveem o
que está a acontecer e os poderes políticos não o percebem. Moore explica e
sublinha o que precisamos de fazer para salvar a democracia. Este é um livro
sobre tomar medidas, para evitar fake news, manipulações, mercenários digitais,
hackers. É sobre a verdade de Silicon Valley e Donald Trump, mas também…
sobre todos nós.
How the West sleepwalked into another Cold War A native of Yalta, Constantine
Pleshakov is intimately familiar with Crimea s ethnic tensions and complex
political history. Now, he offers a much-needed look at one of the most urgent
flash points in current international relations: the first occupation and annexation
of one European nation s territory by another since World War II. Pleshakov
illustrates how the proxy war unfolding in Ukraine is a clash of incompatible world
views. To the U.S. and Europe, Ukraine is a country struggling for selfdetermination in the face of Russia s imperial nostalgia. To Russia, Ukraine is a
sister nation, where NATO expansionism threatens its own borders. In Crimea
itself, the native Tatars are Muslims who are vehemently opposed to Russian
rule. Engagingly written and bracingly nonpartisan, Pleshakov s book explains
the missteps made on all sides to provide a clear, even-handed account of a
major international crisis.
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In The Long Hangover, Shaun Walker provides a deeply reported, bottom-up
explanation of Russia's resurgence under Putin. By cleverly exploiting the memory of
the Soviet victory over fascism in World War II, Putin's regime has made ordinary
Russians feel that their country is great again. Shaun Walker provides new insight into
contemporary Russia and its search for a new identity, telling the story through the
country's troubled relationship with its Soviet past. Walker not only explains Vladimir
Putin's goals and the government's official manipulations of history, but also focuses on
ordinary Russians and their motivations. He charts how Putin raised victory in World
War II to the status of a national founding myth in the search for a unifying force to heal
a divided country, and shows how dangerous the ramifications of this have been. The
book explores why Russia, unlike Germany, has failed to come to terms with the
darkest pages of its past: Stalin's purges, the Gulag, and the war deportations. The
narrative roams from the corridors of the Kremlin to the wilds of the Gulags and the
trenches of East Ukraine. It puts the annexation of Crimea and the newly assertive
Russia in the context of the delayed fallout of the Soviet collapse. The Long Hangover
is a book about a lost generation: the millions of Russians who lost their country and
the subsequent attempts to restore to them a sense of purpose. Packed with analysis
but told mainly through vibrant reportage, it is a thoughtful exploration of the legacy of
the Soviet collapse and how it has affected life in Russia and Putin's policies.
The Crimean NexusPutin's War and the Clash of CivilizationsYale University Press
Since its independence in 1991, Russia has struggled with the growing pains of
defining its role in international politics. After Vladimir Putin ascended to power in 2000,
the country undertook grandiose foreign policy projects in an attempt to delineate its
place among the world's superpowers. With this in mind, Robert Nalbandov examines
the milestones of Russia's international relations since the turn of the twenty-first
century. He focuses on the specific goals, engagement practices, and tools used by
Putin's administration to promote Russia's vital national and strategic interests in
specific geographic locations. His findings illuminate Putin's foreign policy objective of
reinstituting Russian global strategic dominance. Nalbandov argues that identity-based
politics have dominated Putin's tenure and that Russia's east/west split is reflected in
Asian-European politics. Nalbandov's analysis shows that unchecked domestic power,
an almost exclusive application of hard power, and determined ambition for unabridged
global influence and a defined place as a world superpower are the keys to Putin's
Russia.
?????????????,????????????????????????????,?????????????????????,??????????
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